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Abstract: This study predicts forest fire susceptibility in Chaloos Rood watershed in Iran using
three machine learning (ML) models—multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), support
vector machine (SVM), and boosted regression tree (BRT). The study utilizes 14 set of fire predictors
derived from vegetation indices, climatic variables, environmental factors, and topographical features.
To assess the suitability of the models and estimating the variance and bias of estimation, the training
dataset obtained from the Natural Resources Directorate of Mazandaran province was subjected to
resampling using cross validation (CV), bootstrap, and optimism bootstrap techniques. Using variance
inflation factor (VIF), weight indicating the strength of the spatial relationship of the predictors to
fire occurrence was assigned to each contributing variable. Subsequently, the models were trained
and validated using the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) area under the curve (AUC) curve.
Results of the model validation based on the resampling techniques (non, 5- and 10-fold CV, bootstrap
and optimism bootstrap) produced AUC values of 0.78, 0.88, 0.90, 0.86 and 0.83 for the MARS model;
0.82, 0.82, 0.89, 0.87, 0.84 for the SVM and 0.87, 0.90, 0.90, 0.90, 0.91 for the BRT model. Across the
individual model, the 10-fold CV performed best in MARS and SVM with AUC values of 0.90 and
0.89. Overall, the BRT outperformed the other models in all ramification with highest AUC value of
0.91 using optimism bootstrap resampling algorithm. Generally, the resampling process enhanced
the prediction performance of all the models.

Keywords: machine learning; remote sensing; computational intelligence; bootstrapping; cross
validation (CV)

1. Introduction

Over the last century, uncontrollable forest fires caused severe long-term destruction to wildlife,
property and the environment, including forest and agricultural land across Asia, Australia, Africa and
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the Americas [1]. Although climate change (i.e., increase of temperature, reduction in precipitation)
play a role in the increase in fire occurrences, the impact of human activities should not be disregarded.
For example, in areas where lightning rarely occurs or lightning is not concurrent with dry conditions,
human is to be blamed for the source of ignitions [2]. The frequency and risk of forest fires has
continued to intensify in response to global warming and climate change and its attendant effects such
as extreme temperature, decrease in the amount of rainfall and longer dry season in many regions [3].
Forest fire affects soil characteristics, contributes to the global carbon emission and climate change [4–6].
Most importantly, fire constitutes a major disturbance in forest ecological balance, alteration in the
forest successional rates and, reduction of forest biomass [4,7].

Forests are important natural resources that perform vital economic and ecological functions,
including provision of goods and livelihoods, safeguards biodiversity, protect soils from degradation
and erosion, regulate water flow, and regulate climate by trapping carbon that could have been
added to greenhouse gases [8]. Therefore, effective forest fire control is essential for productive
use of forest resources, protection of the environment, and maintaining wide-reaching ecological
balances [9]. Since the late 1970s, satellite-based remote sensing (RS) data have been extensively
used to both detect active forest fires and map burned areas by exploiting thermal contrast between
burning fire and the background and by assessing the effects of fire on vegetation reflectance [10,11].
RS data, such as MODIS [11–13], Landsat [10,14], and lately, the European Space Agency (ESA)
Sentinel-2 satellites [15–17], allow accurately estimating the extent of fire-affected areas and the burn
severity at different scales (local, regional and global) taking advantage of their high-quality temporal,
spatial, and spectral resolutions.

The first step to preventing or mitigating forest fire is to improve accuracy of the detection of the
exact location and extents of potential fire to optimize response time. Today, availability of multi-sensor
data and advance computational intelligence, including artificial intelligence (AI) and machine leaning
(ML) algorithms have improved the accuracy of forest fire prediction [18]. Several studies have
attempted mapping forest fire susceptibility to improve the detection and response time to potential
fire outbreak by combining several data layers such as from RS, topographical features and climatic
factors. The primary objective of achieving forest fire prediction map with extremely high level of
reliability resulted in the application of several ML methods in geographic information system (GIS)
environment (see Jain et al. [18] and the references therein). These methods include artificial neural
network (ANN) and its family [19,20], random forest (RF) [21], support vector machines (SVM) [21],
logistic regression (LR) [22], decision tree (DT) [23], dynamic bayesian network [24], multi-layer
perception neural networks (MLP) [24], and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) [25],
and many others comprehensively discussed in [18]. These methods have been identified with good
result but incapable of producing the much-expected degree of accuracy at regional scale [26].

There are several groups of effective resampling techniques such as cross validation (CV),
nonparametric bootstrapping, Jackknife resampling which are useful for validating models using
random subsets [27]. Single iteration model validation using CV is the most common resampling
techniques [28]. CV is a more refined resampling for splitting sampled fire inventory dataset into test
and validation to minimize variability in model’s extrapolation which makes it a reliable means of
evaluating ML models especially with a limited sampled dataset [29]. In the work of Ghorbanzadeh
et al. [11], the authors applied ANN, multi-criteria decision making (GIS-MCDM) to map forest
fire susceptibility in Amol County, the Mazandaran province, Iran using 16 relevant environmental
variables and 34 historical forest fire polygons. The forest fire sampling polygons was randomly split
into 10-folds of about 1742 pixels and the result yielded area under the curve (AUC) value of 0.801.
One of the advantages of CV method is that it resolves the adverse effect of randomness in data layers.

In a related study, Wijayanto et al. [30] proposed the application of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) utilizing forest fires hotspot data to develop classification models for hotspots
occurrence in Central Kalimantan. They used three k-fold CV resampling technique (i.e., Fold 1 = 60/40,
Fold 2 = 40/60, and Fold 3 = 20/60–20) to select the best combination of training and testing datasets.
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The results showed the 2-fold producing the best accuracy of 99.99% with the lowest training error of
0.003. Dodangeh et al. [27] applied multi-time resampling methods namely, random subsampling,
bootstrapping combined with ML models (generalized additive model (GAM), boosted regression
tree (BRT), MARS) for flood susceptibility mapping. The results showed that the employing the
resampling methods improved the performance of ML models. Especially, the bootstrapping approach
is performed better than random subsampling algorithm in terms of performance assessment.

Several studies have investigated forest fire susceptibility but no reference in literature known to the
authors have reported comparing different resampling algorithms to optimize partitioning of inventory
data for model training and validations. Most studies adopt the traditional splitting train-test data set
(such as 70/30 percent or 65/35 percent ratio) for model training and validation. Therefore, this study
optimizes three well-known ML algorithms–MARS, SVM, and BRT–by testing four resampling methods
CV (5-fold and 10-fold) and bootstrapping (bootstrap and optimism bootstrap) to predicts areas that
are extremely susceptible to forest fire in Chaloos Rood watershed, Iran. In summary the contribution
of this study is twofold. First, four resampling techniques are used on inventory datasets to determine
the best combination of training and testing datasets. This paper presents the first attempt to apply
optimism bootstrap resampling technique for forest fire susceptibility prediction. Second, three ML
algorithms were considered on 14 forest fire conditioning factors to predict forest fire susceptibility in
Chaloos Rood watershed, Iran.

2. Study Area

The Chaloos Rood watershed is part of the large Chaloos catchment and one of the seven sub-basins
of the Caspian basin. This watershed is located within geographical coordinates 50◦58′E to 51◦40′E
longitude and 36◦08′N to 36◦36′N latitude, with approximate basin area of about 1634 km2 (Figure 1)
with altitude ranging between −26 m and 4256 m above mean sea level (msl). The Chaloos Rood
watershed in the west leads to the Kourkoursar catchment in the south to the Karaj catchment, and in
the north to the Caspian Sea. In terms of climate, the Caspian basin belongs to the cold semi-humid
and cold humid climatic zones; although, cold and semi-arid climates have also been identified in
some lowlands [31]. In the study area also, annual rainfall ranges between 288.3 mm and 1538.2 mm.
The study area covered mostly by range (713.71 km2), forest (671.72 km2), and agriculture (143.4 km2).

An increase in temperature and waste compaction caused a fire occurrence on 1 July 2016 in the
study area. Later (17 November 2016), another fire incident burnt around 12 hectares of the forest in the
studied area, possibly due to human activities (i.e. hunting). On 24 March 2018, an additional 5-hectares
of the forests were burnt by fire to the extent of leaf carcasses, and between 30 and 40 rotten and
broken trees, however, the environmental conditions such as high temperature along with hot winds
made controlling the incident difficult. Recently (22 June 2019), this area had lost one hectare of the
vegetation cover by another fire occurrence, possibly caused by human factors (visitors) together with
dryness of the forage (natural fuel load). Overall, a combination of anthropogenic activities (lightning,
intentional land clearing, and hunting) are identified as the main reasons for the incidences in the
studied area.
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Figure 1. The study area describing: (a) map of Iran; (b) location of study area; (c) Landsat 8 satellite
imagery of study area (bands 5, 4, 3); (d) The Chaloos catchment including digital elevation model
(DEM), forest and non-forest fire inventories.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

In this study, the process of predicting susceptibility to fire event in Chaloos Rood watershed
involves a number of biophysical and geomorphological factors derived from remotely sensed data,
ASTER digital elevation model (DEM) (Figure 1d) and Landsat 8 OLI (Figure 1c). First, we obtained
sampling dataset comprising of 109 fire inventory points taken from the fire incident archive of the
General Directorate Administration of Natural Resources of Mazandaran province and additional 109
non-fire points for the purpose of modeling. This was followed by generation of 14 fire conditioning
factors (independent variables) from the remotely sensed and climatic data. After attaching the raster
values of the fire conditioning factors into the corresponding sampling points, it was subjected to
multi-collinearity tests for quality assurance. Thereafter, the sampling points were divided into 70 and
30 percent ratio for model training and testing, respectively. Then, the training data was infused into
the four resampling methods and the result subsequently used in MARS, SVM and BRT models for
training and generation of forest fire susceptibility maps. Finally, the models were validated using
30 percent sample dataset as testing and the performance evaluated using the sensitivity, specificity,
negative predictive values (NPV), positive predictive values (PPV) and AUC metrics. Figure 2 describes
the flow of data processing and analysis steps.
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3.2. Data Preparation

To map the vulnerability of the study area to forest fire, historical data recorded from previous
forest fire incidents and assemblage of forest fire predictors [26,32] were prepared. Within the study
area, the General Directorate Administration of Natural Resources of Mazandaran province identified
a total number of 109 fire incidents. In addition to the fire points, 109 randomly sampled points were
generated outside the fire zones such that average distance between points is >30 m to ensure no two
adjacent points are selected within the same pixel. Sufficient sampling points were created randomly
and distributed to represent a balance of fire and non-fire occurrences. The sampling points were
subsequently split into two (training and testing datasets) for model training and validation [1,12].
In forest fire modeling, there is no general consensus on the partitioning ratio for the sampling dataset,
the choice varies in the literature usually depending on the quantity and quality of the sample data.
However, in this study, splitting of the sample data into two was objectively achieved through the
process of randomly selection which resulted into 70/30 percent ratio for building and testing of the
model [21].

To derive photosynthetic, non-photosynthetic, climatic and geomorphologic indices, we employed
Landsat 8 OLI satellite imagery, 30 m resolution ASTER DEM, meteorological data and other vector GIS
data layers (road, rivers and residential area). Landsat 8 satellite imagery collected in July 21, 2019 with
low cloud cover (<5%) was provided free of charge by the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
through its data depository (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov and http://glovis.usgs.gov). The image came
geometrically corrected; however, in ENVI software environment, the imagery was preprocessed to
represent standardized surface reflectance by correcting for atmospheric effects using quick atmospheric
correction (QUAC) technique [33] which determines atmospheric correction parameters from the
spectra of the image scene without the need for any other external information. In addition, it is
capable of producing accurate pixels that reasonably represent the image object spectra [33].

Several studies have mapped or predicted forest fire basically using satellite-based approach [10,18].
However, limitations arise with respect to the accuracy of the prediction where the topographical factors
such as effect of shadow cast by steep slope and terrain ruggedness and environmental conditions
such as accessibility to or human activities are not considered [13]. Therefore, this study systematically
incorporates 14 geo-environmental factors (Figure 3) to predict fire susceptibility in the study area:
four from topographical data (altitude, aspect, slope and curvature); three from vector data layers
(distance from residential area, river and road); six from Landsat 8 imagery (land surface temperature
(LST), normalized difference moisture index (NDMI), normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI),
soil adjusted vegetation index (SAVI), land use and land cover—(LULC)); and finally, two climatic
indices—air temperature and rainfall.

The effects of topographic complexity on forest fire have been widely reported [4,26]. Thus, the altitude,
slope, aspect and curvature (Figure 3a–d) indices were derived from the 30 m resolution ASTER DEM.
Canopy structure and forest species are greatly influenced by topographical variations in the landscape.
Experience has shown that the possibility of wide spread of fire is higher at high altitude due to the
influence of wind action [34]. Similarly, the rate at which fires burn is faster on a steeped slope in the
direction facing the eastern aspect which is much more influenced by the incoming solar radiation [35].
Slope aspect has effect on the micro-climate in terms of exposure to solar illumination and wind.
For instance, while the eastern and western facing slopes have direct sunlight (depending on the time
of the day), the northern and southern aspects have enriched moisture contents that support healthy
vegetation and canopy undergrowth. Curvature, which characterizes concavity or convexity of the
topography [35], is useful for measuring and predicting soil water content, controls overall water and
accumulation processes of the downhill flow, and rainfall response. Curvature is a physiographic
variable that controls the distribution of vegetation in response to erosive and depositional processes
of the topography.

Natural forces such as lightning, high atmospheric temperatures and dryness with low humidity
are favorable for forest fire initiation but most often, forest fires are originated through human activities,

http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov
http://glovis.usgs.gov
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including agricultural activities, hunting, or when naked flame comes into contact with inflammable
forest biomass [36]. The more accessible the forest is to the publics the more prone it is to bush burning.
We consider road and river important accessibility factors that contribute to fire ignition. The closer
the road is to the forest, the higher the risk of fire. On the other hand, vegetation closer to the river
hold more moisture that make them healthy with enriched greenness which incidentally slows down
fire rage. Using Euclidean distance, distance from river and road (Figure 3e,f) were generated.

LULC of a place contributes to fire at varying degrees depending on the composition of the cover
type and human interaction. For instance, it not unusual to expect greater risk of fire arising from
agricultural land close to forest or orchard with undergrowth and dry trunks as fuel. So, the Landsat
imagery was classified into six LULC classes: agriculture, forest, orchard, range, urban and water
(Figure 3g) using supervised classification Maximum Likelihood classifier algorithm [7]. We used the
Landsat image in 2019 because the majority of fire points happened during last three years. As the
study area is a part of Hyrcanian forest, when we evaluated the initial Landsat images, we figured
out that during last three years the changes in forest cover was insignificant due to the effective and
sustainable management and conservation of natural resource systems. So, a single image was selected
for extracting the vegetation indices and LULC mapping. Using the LULC, another data layer, distance
from residential area, was created as an indicative fire factor (Figure 3h).
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Also, forest fire is directly influenced by the vegetation structure usually assessed through the
measurement of vegetation canopy using NDVI. Because every index has its limitations [26], we added
two other well-known vegetation indexes, SAVI and NDMI, to the NDVI for more accurate analysis
of the vegetation composition in the study area. NDVI is certainly the most widely used index for
vegetation analysis [17]. NDVI describes the state of health of vegetation computed as the ratio between
the difference and the sum of the reflected radiations in the near-infrared (NIR) and the red bands
of the electromagnetic spectrum (Equation (1)). Important vegetation parameters, such as live green
vegetation, photosynthetic activity of the plant, percent of vegetation ground cover, the amount of
biomass and the leaf area and surface water can be obtained from NDVI.

Reflectance of light in the red and NIR spectral affect NDVI values in low vegetation cover (<40%)
areas where the surface is exposed [16]. Because of this sensitivity of NDVI to the effects of soil and
atmosphere, Huete [37] developed the SAVI (Equation (2)) to minimize soil brightness influences
by including a soil adjustment factor L to the NDVI formula so as to correct for soil noise effects
(soil variability, color and moisture). Although SAVI accounts for variations in soils, but unlike the
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NDVI, it is highly sensitive to atmospheric variations and less sensitive to changes in vegetation amount
and cover of vegetation greenness. Compared to NDVI and SAVI which deals with vegetation vigor,
the NDMI (Equation (3)) determines vegetation water stress level (vegetation water content) evaluated
from the output of the ratio between the difference and the sum of the reflected energy in the NIR and
short-wave infrared (SWIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum [38]. The percentage of recorded
energy in the NIR, red, and the SWIR bands of the Landsat 8 OLI imageries provided quantitative
parameters of the vegetation health and water stress as indicators of canopy cover structure in forest
fire vegetation index maps (Figure 3j–l).

NDVI =
(NIR−RED)

(NIR + RED)
(1)

SAVI =
(

(NIR−RED)

NIR + RED + L

)
∗ (1 + L) (2)

NDMI =
(NIR− SWIR)
(NIR + SWIR)

(3)

where NIR, RED, SWIR and L are near infrared, red, short-wave infrared and soil adjustment factor,
respectively. Note that for SAVI, in very high vegetation regions, the value of L = 0 (i.e., SAVI = NDVI);
L = 1 in no green vegetation area whereas L = 0.5 is suitable for most conditions and usually the
default value. For all the three indexes, the values range from −1 to 1 where lower value indicate lower
amount/cover of vegetation greenness or water stress [38].

The two climatic variables, annual rainfall and air temperature (Figure 3m,n) were generated
based on 25-year long record of eight rain gauge and meteorological stations employing inverse
distance weighted (IDW) interpolation method [38] to produce raster data layers of the respective
indices in GIS software environment. Increase in temperature increases the predisposition for fire
rage, especially with accompanying speedy dry wind. On the other hand, precipitation increases
the soil moisture and supports vegetation greenness that decreases the fire and spread of forest fire.
In addition to the climate variables, the LST was derived from the Landsat 8 thermal bands (bands 10
and 11) to obtain the surface heat variation across the area. Table 1 shows the source and impact of
each conditioning factors.

3.3. Factor Analysis

The presence of intercorrelated variables, called multi-collinearity, can considerably reduce the
accuracy of models produced using bivariate and multivariate methods. Multi-collinearity exists
where a particular predictor variable has equal prediction potential of other variables with high level
of accuracy in a multiple regression analysis [32]. In this study, the fire conditioning factors were
subjected to multi-collinearity test to determine whether or not there is occurrence of collinearity using
the quantitative measures of the tolerance and variance inflation factor (VIF) Equation (5). VIF is the
measure of the disagreement in a model with multiple relationships by the variance of a model with a
single term alone [34]. The values provide indication to the criticality of interrelationship by evaluating
the degree of disagreement of an estimated regression coefficient amplified due to collinearity in an
ordinary least square regression analysis.

The process requires calculating k different VIFs (one for each Xi) as presented in Equations (4)
and (5) below. Consider the linear model with k independent variables; first, an ordinary least square
regression with Xi as a function of all the other explanatory variables in Equation (4) is run.

For example, if i = 1, the linear regression equation would be:

Xi = α0 + α0X2 + α3X3 + . . . + αkXk + e (4)
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where α0 is a constant and e is the error term. Then, the VIF factor for α̂i is calculated as Equation (5):

VIFi =
1

1 − R2
1

(5)

where R2
1 is the coefficient of determination of the regression equation in Equation (4), where Xi is

on the left-hand side, and all other predictors are at the other side. The result allows decision on
whether or not to exclude a variable(s) from the modelling process based on the VIF value. Generally,
the baseline is that if VIF > 10, multi-collinearity is considered to be high. However, the cutoff threshold
of 5 is commonly used [24].

Table 1. Spatial dataset and data sources.

Conditioning Factor Source Impact

Altitude ASTER DEM Controls the microclimate in terms of vegetation distribution,
composition and flammability.

Aspect ASTER DEM

Influences the local climate of the slope with respect to solar
insolation, wind moisture content, etc. The hill side facing away from

the direct sunshine usually retain more moisture supporting
vegetation greenness and vigor.

Slope ASTER DEM
Slope regulates vegetation distribution and composition, with high

impact on the direction in which the fire rage and the speed at which
it spreads, particularly at steep slope.

Curvature ASTER DEM

Curvature indicates convergence or divergence of water in the
landscape simultaneously with respect to downhill flow interpreted

as either negative, zero or positive curvature. Negative curvature
represents concave flow channel, zero curvature shows flat surfaces

while positive curvature depicts convex flow waterway.

Distance from river GIS data
Vegetation close to rivers tend to be more greenish and healthier.

Providing fuel for wildfire. However, moisture content in the
vegetation could insulate inflammability.

Distance from road GIS data Roads provide accessibility to forests and consequently forest fire
initiation through human activities.

NDVI Landsat 8 OLI It measures vegetation surface cover and density which indicates
availability of fuel for fire spreading.

SAVI Landsat 8 OLI It measures vegetation amount, vigor and cover of greenness as
indicators of flammability or otherwise of the area.

NDMI Landsat 8 OLI Moisture content of stressed vegetation fuel forest fire. NDMI
measures the stress level and consequently degree of flammability.

LULC Landsat 8 OLI Describes the various use the land is put into and the activities
involved, including fuel types and level of exposure to fire.

Distance from
residential LULC The further away forest is to residential areas the lesser its

vulnerability to fire occurrence.

LST Landsat 8 OLI Shows surface heat variation and its contribution to the spread of fire

Temperature Meteorological data Influences atmospheric air mass which controls relative humidity, air
mass and soil moisture content.

Rainfall Meteorological data Increases the soil moisture and supports vegetation greenness that
decreases the rage and spread of forest fire.

3.4. Resampling: Cross Validation (CV), Bootstrap and Optimism Bootstrap

As mentioned earlier, the validation process involved distributing the inventory data into 70%
building and 30% for model evaluation. Out of the 218 inventory location points, 152 location points
representing 70% was used for training the models and the other 30% (66 points) used for validation.
To assess the adequacy of a statistical model and estimating the variance and the bias of estimation,
the training dataset was subjected to resampling process using CV, bootstrap, and optimism bootstrap.
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Resampling is the process of taking samples from a training data set repeatedly and refitting a model
to get more information about it.

CV is a resampling method commonly employed in classification problems to assess the suitability
of a statistical model. In principle, CV randomly splits the sample data into model building and test
dataset for assessment of the models’ performance accuracy for prediction. This approach eliminates
bias in sampled data and prevents under/overfitting of the model during optimization [39]. In this study,
5- and 10-fold CV implementation scheme were used. Figure 4 presents CV implementation schema.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 25 
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Bootstrap, a nonparametric resampling method developed in the mid-1970s by Efron, is another
resampling technique that has gained popularity as a flexible, statistically efficient resampling
method that makes it possible to estimate statistical parameters such as standard errors, p-values,
confidence intervals (CI) [39]. The ability to arrive at unbiased inferential decision by sampling the
observed data a specified number of times, with replacement, distinguished bootstrap from other
resampling methods. More information on the principle and mathematical bases of bootstrap can
be found in [39,40]. The legend advanced this process by using his own bootstraps to get out of
sea. His legendry discovery resulted to the name “bootstrapping”, a technique for estimating the
distribution of an estimator where sampling is drawn from the original sample with replacement [41].
Bootstrapping is similar to the process of selecting population sample from a universal dataset.
Since only a sample of the population is considered, it does not truly provide complete representation
of the reality. Bootstrap is based on probability theory where samples are drawn with replacement
from the original sample to create a probabilistic element [39,41]; nonetheless, the sample maintains
its original sample size to ensure that the precision of estimates obtained in each bootstrap sample
remains invariant.

Bootstrapping is an important tool for measuring the optimism of prediction models [39]. This is
usually done by repeatedly fitting a model in bootstrap samples using a simple bootstrap modifier
and the performance assessed by comparing the result with the initial sample. Average performance
improvement of the bootstrap methods on the original sample are useful for predicting potential forest
fire more accurately. For better accuracy, bootstrap is employed to assess optimism by determining
variation in performance of the original sample and that of the bootstrapped sample and using the
estimate to adjust the performance of the bootstrap sample, called optimism-bootstrap.

3.5. Model Implementation

Since early 1990s, AI has been applied in wildfire studies using neural networks and expert
systems [18,42–45]. Ever since then, the field has grown rapidly with the wide adoption of
several ML algorithms in forest fire prediction for wildfire disaster preparedness, mitigation and
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assessment [14]. This development has brought about a natural evolution in the science of forest fire
management to a data-centric approach which leverage on empirical and statistical models; motivated
by the availability of sufficient datasets obtainable from different sensors providing high-quality
spatiotemporal data [14,46]. In addition to the development in the computational efficiency of modern
computer systems, there has been a growing interest in the use of ML in forest fire prediction in recent
years. The use of computational intelligence in mapping has grown over the years [43]. This has
resulted to the development of dozens of suitable approaches to approximate the decision boundary in
binary sampled dataset. As mentioned earlier, in the current study, MARS, BRT, and SVM models
are explored.

3.5.1. Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)

Inspired by the classification and regression techniques, Friedman [47] proposed the MARS
prediction algorithm by simplifying splines methods [25]. Based on literature sources, MARS has
demonstrated effectiveness in determining a classification model capable of producing a good prediction
accuracy and at the same time prevents overfitting [14]. In principle, MARS automatically partitions
the input datasets into sub-groups, and the data in each sub-space fitted using a linear function and
smoothing spline regression to produce an adaptive global model. Moreover, the model has the
capability to identify association in the input data effectively and to differentiate the underlining
variables that influences the model. Details on the principles of MARS algorithm can be found in the
work of Jaafari et al. [48], Jain et al. [18], Tien et al. [25].

3.5.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is a popular statistical ML algorithm with a supervised learning binary classifier first
proposed by Cortes and Vapnik [1,4]. Over time, particularly with increase in sensor development
and increasing data availability, SVM has been used successfully in many earth observations related
real-world problems, including fire prediction [7,21]. Empirically, SVM maximizes the margin between
the data points to be separated to find an optimal separating hyperplane. This implies that only support
vectors are important to maximizing the margin with only a linear classifier, while other training
examples are ignorable. Compared to other ML algorithm, SVM is capable of solving classification
and regression problem and can handle large feature space [49,50]. In addition, it offers flexibility in
choosing a similarity function and minimizes overfitting. Readers can refer to the works of Brown
et al. [7], Ghorbanzade et al. [11], Jain et al. [18] and Tehrany et al. [23] for detail information on
SVM model.

3.5.3. Boosted Regression Tree (BRT)

The BRT model is tree decision technique developed by fusing several simple classical regression
tree models into a single model. BRT combines the potentials of classical regression trees and
boosting algorithms to improve predictive performance [39]. The regression tree employs a piece-wise
linear estimate of a regression function built by iteratively splitting the data into sub sample space;
while, concurrently, the boosting algorithm increases predictive performance of the regression trees by
averaging and merging the results of several contending models which are fitted repeatedly to a subset of
the training data [39] the BRT model has several advantages [24], including the ability to handle different
types of predictor variables and automatically addressing interaction effects between them, and fitting
complex nonparametric relationships. Furthermore, the BRT model accommodates missing data and
does not require prior data transformation, and ultimately it decreases overfitting. More information
can be obtained from from Chernick [39], Pourghasemi et al. [24], and Shabani et al. [22].

3.6. Validation

The fire inventory dataset randomly split into 70% and 30% provided the basis for training and
validation process, respectively. While the first subset (70%) was used for training the models, the second
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part (30%) was employed to validate the models using the (receiver operating characteristics) ROC-AUC
accuracy assessment parameter. Furthermore, consideration of the performance evaluation of each
model relative to CV, bootstrap and optimism-bootstrap resampling techniques were determined,
similarly assessing their superiority by the ROC-AUC illustrated both using their success and prediction
rate results supported with the sensitivity, specificity, NPV, and the PPV measures. The training and
validation process of the model building phase, with and without optimization, provides quantitative
parameters to quantify the model performance of the models using ROC-AUC curve metrics; sensitivity,
specificity, NPV, PPV. Each of these parameters are evaluated with respect to the accuracy obtained
with the training and testing subset. The graph of the sensitivity-specificity plots provides visual and
statistical measure of how well the models and the different resampling algorithms are able to predict
forest fire in the study area.

4. Results

Assessment of the independent variables for multi-collinearity provided insight of their respective
importance and position for optimal model building. The degree of association between two or
more independent variables is measured by considering the duo of VIF and tolerance. By standard,
an individual variable with VIF exceeding 5 and tolerance less than 0.1 is considered inappropriate
for inclusion into the model building [51,52]. From the result, the maximum and minimum VIF and
tolerance are (4.2, 1.1) and (0.9, 0.2), respectively (Table 2). It is observed that the VIF values of NDMI
and NDVI variables are closer to the critical margin than any other variable, similarly their respective
tolerance values. Perhaps, this arises because both measures related vegetative quantities in dataset
(i.e., the amount of water content present, vegetation health and greenness). High soil moisture content
means that the vegetation will have sufficient water to support photosynthesis resulting to healthy and
greener leaves [25]. In this study, none of the predictive variables exceeds the critical threshold of the
evaluating pair of VIF and tolerance.

Table 2. Multi-collinearity assessment result.

Row Variables VIF Tolerance

1 Altitude 3.08 0.32
2 Slope 1.51 0.66
3 Aspect 1.10 0.91
4 Curvature 1.19 0.84
5 Distance from river 1.84 0.54
6 Distance from road 1.54 0.65
7 Distance from residential 2.12 0.57
8 LULC 1.90 0.53
9 LST 3.26 0.31

10 NDMI 3.95 0.25
11 NDVI 4.23 0.24
12 SAVI 3.06 0.33
13 Rainfall 1.41 0.71
14 Temperature 2.48 0.40

In this study we investigate the performance of the 5- and 10-fold CV, bootstrap and optimism-
bootstrap resampling techniques on the three ML algorithms (MARS, SVM and BRT). Overall, the BRT
model yielded the best result across all the resampling methods. Table 3 presents detailed result
of the performance evaluation for the models using the optima combination of training and testing
percentage ratio from the historical forest fire sample dataset. Across the models, the success rate of
the test dataset for the non-resampling model output is generally lower than those produced from
5/10-fold CV and bootstrapping.
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Table 3. Predictive capability of forest fire models using train and test dataset.

Models Resampling Stage
Evaluate Parameters

Sensitivity Specificity NPV PPV AUC

MARS

non Train 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.71 0.83
Test 0.65 0.74 0.70 0.69 0.78

5 fold CV
Train 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.83 0.92
Test 0.77 0.77 o.79 0.75 0.88

10 fold CV
Train 0.88 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.94
Test 0.74 0.86 0.79 0.82 0.90

bootstrap Train 0.85 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.91
Test 0.71 0.77 0.75 0.73 0.86

optimism bootstrap Train 0.89 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.93
Test 0.77 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.83

SVM

non Train 0.78 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.92
Test 0.65 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.82

5 fold CV
Train 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.90 0.92
Test 0.65 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.82

10 fold CV
Train 0.93 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.97
Test 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.81 0.89

bootstrap Train 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.95
Test 0.77 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.87

optimism bootstrap Train 0.87 0.82 0.81 0.86 0.92
Test 0.84 0.74 0.74 0.84 0.84

BRT

non Train 0.79 0.84 0.79 0.84 0.91
Test 0.74 0.83 0.78 0.79 0.87

5-fold CV
Train 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.98
Test 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.87 0.90

10-fold CV
Train 0.95 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.98
Test 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.S81 0.90

bootstrap Train 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.93 0.98
Test 0.87 0.80 0.87 0.79 0.90

optimism bootstrap Train 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.99
Test 0.87 0.83 0.89 0.82 0.91

The performance evaluation process has shown that the resampling method have significant
influence on the overall accuracy of the resulting models. For example, the 10-fold CV step performed
best in the MARS model with AUC value of 0.90 compared to non-resampling (0.78), 5-fold CV
(0.88), bootstrap (0.86) and optimism bootstrap (0.83), respectively. Similarly, for the SVM model,
the 10-fold CV indicated the best with AUC value of 0.89 as against the AUC value of 0.82 for both
of non-resampling and 5-fold CV, bootstrap and optimism bootstrap of AUC values of 0.87 and 0.84,
respectively. The BRT model has shown superiority in performance with all the resampling methods.
Ultimately, the BRT model proven to have the best prediction accuracy at all stages of assessment and
sampling techniques. For instance, the BRT non-resampling model outperforms its counterparts in
the MARS and SVM models with AUC value of 0.87. Likewise, the 5-fold CV, the 10-fold CV and
the bootstrap resampling methods each of which produced AUC value of 0.90 across board while
the optimism bootstrap indicated the overall best accuracy with AUC value of 0.91. The BRT model
produced the best result across all the tested methods with particular attention to 5- and 10-fold CV,
bootstrap and optimism bootstrap resampling methods which produced AUC values of 0.90, 0.90, 0.90,
and 0.91, respectively. The forest fire map was generated from the fire-related indicators considered
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in this study (see Table 1). The modeling process exploits the interaction between these indicators
(independent variables) based on the sampled dataset to establish relationship that accurately produce
the forest fire susceptibility maps with the MARS, SVM, and BRT model outputs (10-fold CV, and
optimism bootstrap resampling methods—Figure 5).Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 25 
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(c) BRT optimism bootstrap.

In each map, the degree of susceptibility is categorized into five classes using natural break
method: very high, high, moderate, low, and very low, as described in [25]. The maps exhibit similar
pattern of susceptibility in their respective grouping. For example, the very high and high susceptibility
classes are prominent north of the study area which trends north-south, occupying the central zone
(Figure 5a–c). Nonetheless, from the output maps, it is observed that the very high and high fire
susceptibility classes of the BRT using optimism bootstrap resampling is more concentrated at the
central region (Figure 5c). Conversely, the high and very high classes are more spread out in the
10-fold CV MARS and 10-fold CV SVM model generated maps (Figure 5a,b). Again, the low to very
low susceptible classes are majorly found around the east, south and west border, though at varying
spatial extent with 10-fold CV MARS and 10-fold CV SVM model but less prominent in the optimism
bootstrap BRT result. This phenomenon resulted in spatial variation in the respective susceptibility
class across the models. Table 4 provides the quantitative analysis of susceptibility class coverage
across the models.
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Table 4. Forest fire susceptibility classes’ area.

Susceptibility Class

Models

10-Fold CV MARS 10-Fold CV SVM Optimism Bootstrap BRT

Area (Km2) Area (%) Area (Km2) Area (%) Area (Km2) Area (%)

Very Low 132.01 8.09 301.96 18.51 241.44 14.80

Low 320.71 19.66 447.21 27.41 425.78 26.1

Moderate 479.41 29.39 387.32 23.74 426.26 26.13

High 468.11 28.69 284.25 17.42 326.53 20.02

Very High 231.1 14.17 210.6 12.91 211.33 12.95

Based on the 10-fold CV MARS map, the very high, high and moderate forest fire susceptibility
classes cover 14.17%, 28.69%, and 29.39% approximately 231.1, 468.11 and 479.41 square kilometers
of the study area, respectively. The low and very low classes take up 19.66% (320.71 km2) and 8.09%
(132.01 km2). Similarly, the 10-fold resampling SVM model output map predicts the very high,
high and moderate classes to cover 12.91% (210.6 km2), 17.42% (284.25 km2) and 23.74% (387.32 km2)
of the study area. Whereas the low and very low classes are forecasted to cover 27.41% (447.21 km2)
and 18.51% (301.96 km2) of the area under investigation, respectively. For the optimism bootstrap BRT,
the very high, high and moderate classes take up 12.95% (211.33 km2), 20.02% (326.53 km2) and 26.13%
(426.26 km2) land mass, in that order. The same model predicts low and very low classes to cover
26.10% and 14.80%, approximately 425.78 km2 and 241.44 km2, respectively. The area coverage of
the fire susceptibility classes of 10-fold CV MARS model varied slight from those of 10-fold CV SVM
and optimism bootstrap BRT counterparts, which give relatively similar results. Aggregation of the
10-fold CV MARS area coverage of the very high, high and moderate susceptibility classes covers
72.25% of the study area compared to 54.07% and 57.10% with the 10-fold CV SVM and optimism
bootstrap, respectively.

Further analysis of the accuracy assessment statistical results, in addition to the AUC, is the plots
of the ROC curve expressing the sensitivity/specificity (Figure 6). Comparatively, sensitivity shows
how good each technique is at determining portions are truly susceptible forest fire (true positive rate)
while the specificity indicates the ability of the models to correctly identify non-fire susceptible areas
(true negative rate). Sensitivity and specificity values range from 0 to 1; the closer their values to 1
indicate how good the model is at determining the probability of susceptibility fire, or otherwise.
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It is unscientific to assume that the predictor variables contribute to the model building process
equally. Therefore, the relative importance of the variables (Table 5) was assessed by ranking using the
optimism bootstrap BRT technique. The percentage importance ranges from 0.7% to 16.8% with SAVI
at the bottom while altitude ranks first. Next to altitude in order of importance are distance from river,
rainfall and distance from residential area with 13.0%, 10.8% and 9.0%, respectively. This is followed
by curvature (8.5%), NDMI (7.0%), temperature (6.8%), aspect (6.4%), distance from road (6.0%),
and LST (5.9%). The factors constituting the least influential variables are NDVI (3.8%), slope (3.4%),
LULC (1.9%) and SAVI (0.7%).

Table 5. Percentage importance of predictor variables.

No Variables Value % Importance

1 Altitude 33.77 16.8
2 Distance from river 26.25 13.0
3 Rainfall 21.71 10.8
4 Distance from residential 18.09 9.0
5 Curvature 17.19 8.5
6 NDMI 14.07 7.0
7 Temperature 13.76 6.8
8 Aspect 12.87 6.4
9 Distance from road 12.06 6.0
10 LST 11.94 5.9
11 NDVI 7.56 3.8
12 Slope 6.78 3.4
13 LULC 3.81 1.9
14 SAVI 1.43 0.7

The response curve of the first four most important variables (altitude, distance from river,
rainfall, distance from residential areas) using lattice-based partial dependence plots (PDPs) from
the optimism bootstrap BRT is presented in Figure 8. In Figure 8a, it is observed that areas with
height less than 1000 m have high susceptibility to fire and with increasing altitude the degree of
susceptibility decreases. Conversely, the level of susceptibility decreases with increase in height above
2000 m but between 3000 to 4000 m susceptibility level is fixed. From Figure 8b, areas close to the river
(less than 1000 m) reveal high susceptibility to forest fire. Annual rainfall changes on fire susceptibility
indicate that areas with 400 to 500 mm of rainfall are more susceptible to fire. As the amount of rainfall
increases from 500 mm, the susceptibility decreases and this trend continues until the rainfall amounts
600 mm. Examination of the changes in the distance from residential areas shows that areas with
distance less than 5000 m from residential areas have higher susceptibility to fire but decrease with
increasing distance from residential areas to a distance of 10,000 m and continues until between 15,000
and 20,000 m where sensitivity to changes remain constant and unchanged.
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5. Discussion

Determining the best method to predict wildfire is challenging due to associated spatial
heterogeneity of the conditioning factors. Multi-collinearity reduces the accuracy of estimate quantities
by weakens the significance of a regression model. So, the first step to ensure reliable forest fire
susceptibility map from the models was to evaluate possible association among each of the 14 input
fire conditioning factors considered. Since there is no serious linear association between any of the
explanatory data based on the estimated values of the VIF and tolerance, all the 14 variables were
included in the model building.

Among the various ML algorithms available, those of MARS, SVM, and the BRT have been used
to predicate the level and spatial variability of forest fire susceptibility in Chaloos Rood watershed.
To understand this, we selected the best map (Figure 5) among the resampling methods in each
ML algorithm on the basis of the statistical performance evaluation of the testing samples (Table 3).
So, each map was classified into five classes (Very high, High, Moderate, Low and Very Low) of
susceptibility for analysis. The results showed that the forest fire susceptible map of the 10-fold CV
MARS model varies slight from those of 10-fold CV SVM and optimism bootstrap BRT in terms of
spatial distribution of the susceptibility classes. It is observed that the moderate fire risk zones cover
almost equal spatial extent across the three models (between 23.7% and 29.4%) but the upper and
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lower risk categories are different. The very high and high classes in 10-fold CV MARS model occupies
~47% of the study area compared to 30% and 33% in the 10-fold CV SVM and optimism bootstrap BRT
models. Conversely, low and very low risk categories cover ~28% in the 10-fold CV MARS model
while the same bands occupy ~46% and ~41% for the other two models.

Our approach has shown the robustness of optimizing the process of selecting the appropriate
testing and validation percentage ratio by employing different resampling methods. The performance
evaluation process has shown this through analysis of the accuracy of the MARS, SVM and BRT
models through the AUC values. AUC has a standard scale, measured from 0–1, which indicates
the degree of accuracy; value < 0.6 is interpreted to have low accuracy while those between 0.6–0.7,
0.7–0.8, 0.8–0.9, and >0.9 are interpreted to mean that the evaluation has moderate, good, very good,
and excellent accuracy, respectively. In this study, the performance evaluation yielded AUC values of
0.89, 0.90 and 0.91 for the 10-fold CV MARS, 10-fold CV SVM and optimism bootstrap BRT models,
correspondingly–all of which fall in the very good and excellent accuracy performance classification.
Our findings were in agreement with previous works that investigated the same models. As an
example, Shabani et al. [22] discovered that BRT is more effective in terms of prediction ability with an
AUC value of 0.94 compared to LR. Pourghasemi et al. [24] indicated that BRT (AUC training = 88.90%
and AUC testing = 88.2%) was more effective model compare to mixture discriminant analysis (MDA)
and general linear model (GLM).

Sensitivity of the fire conditioning factors was analyzed as a function of percentage contribution to
the model building. The variable with minimum impact has 0.7% contribution while the variable with
the maximum influence constitutes 16.8% (Table 5). Top on the list are altitude, distance from river,
rainfall and distance from residential which contributed 16.8%, 13.0%, 10.8% and 9.0%, respectively.
This is consistent with several previous studies, i.e., [20,24,36,53]. For example, Bui et al. [20] found
that distance to residence area is one of the most important variables with predictive ability of 0.281 in
forest fire susceptibility. The finding is reasonable because distance from residence area is related to
anthropogenic factor that is the main cause of forest fire. In other study done by Guo et al. [53] indicated
the importance of elevation as underlying factor of fire occurrence. More recently, Eskandari et al. [36]
concluded that the mean annual rainfall had the highest relative importance in fire spatial occurrence.
Pourghasemi et al. [24] emphasized on the importance of annual mean rainfall, and elevation, while the
distance to river and roads were not highly remarkable for forest fire events which it demonstrates
the site’s dependency of the explanatory variables. This is obviously not a coincidence; all the other
variables are directly linked to topography, precipitation and the anthropogenic factors. For instance,
the amount of vegetation cover, canopy structure and moisture content are controlled by altitude and
the amount of rainfall [34,48] which in turn determine derivatives such as NDSM, SAVI, and NDMI.
Similarly, the altitude of a place defines the slope, aspect, curvature, river channel and, to a great
extent, LULC. Graphical illustration demonstrates the implication of these most influential variables
in the response curve (Figure 8). For example, at lower altitude, the risk of fire ignition is higher,
and decreases with increasing altitude up to ~3000m above msl beyond which the risk curve flattens.
Similarly, forest areas close to the river 1 km have higher risk of forest fire initiation than those further
away. This phenomenon is also observed in the relationship between forest fire and residential area;
forest within 5 km radius from residential areas are more prone to fire outbreak and the risk reduces with
increase in distance. But, unlike the distance to river and residential area, increasing rainfall counters
this trend as increase in the amount of precipitation lessen the chance of forest fire. This study has proven
that application of ML algorithms (MARS, SVM and BRT) allows predicting forest fire in agreement with
similar studies in similar environment, see [11,12,32,42,48,54]. However, the application of resampling
methods to optimize training/testing ratio from the sampled data produced fire susceptibility map
with better accuracy.
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6. Conclusions

The paper examined the application of MARS, SVM and BRT ML methods to predict forest
fire proneness in the Chaloos Rood watershed, Iran. A set of vegetation indices, climatic variables,
environmental factors, and topographical/physiographic elements were integrated with the forest fire
inventory location points to train and validate the models. Experimenting with different optimization
techniques enhanced the models’ performances yielding accuracy of prediction at AUC of 0.90, 0.89 and
0.91, for the MARS, SVM and BRT, respectively. Interestingly, the 10-fold CV produced the best accuracy
for the MARS and SVM models whereas the optimism bootstrap produced the overall best accuracy
with the BRT model. This study reveals that, altitude, distance from river, rainfall, distance from
residential, and curvature contributed effectively to forest fire prediction. While all the models produced
good results in mapping the spatial variability of potential forest fire, the BRT model produced a more
distinct pattern of coverage and class distribution from the MARS and SVM models. Even though there
are several instances of using ML techniques including MARS and SVM separately for producing fire
risk map, we add BRT, a rarely used ML method in this study. The novelty of our study is using both
data-driven ML algorithms and optimizing them through different resampling methods to produce
high-quality forest fire vulnerability map. The reasons for incorporating different data layers is to
provide a broader perspective of social, environmental, climate and anthropogenic forest fire triggering
agents. Our results emphasize the importance of eliminating bias in dataset during the modeling
process using resampling techniques so as to improve the reliability of the resulting forest fire risk maps.
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